Vestibulo-ocular reflex characteristics during unidirectional translational whole-body vibration without head restriction.
The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) plays a crucial role in ocular stability. However, VOR characteristics under realistic whole-body vibration conditions, particularly without head restriction, remain unclear. The aim of this study was to characterise the VOR over a wide range of whole-body vibration frequencies (0.7-10 Hz), such as occur when driving a car. Eye and head movements were measured in response to unidirectional translational whole-body vibration that resembled actual vehicle vibrations. The VOR was then modelled by regressing eye velocity data on multiple head movement components. Results showed that the VOR was explained by angular velocity, linear acceleration, and linear jerk components of the head movements. Because the VOR in response to head linear-jerk components disrupted ocular stability in the current experimental setup, our results suggest that degraded vision in whole-body vibratory environments might be partially attributable to jerky head movements. Practitioner summary: The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) during unidirectional translational whole-body vibration without head restriction was modelled using multiple head movement components, with the aim of characterising the VOR. Results showed that the VOR was explained by angular velocity, linear acceleration, and linear jerk components of head movements.